
Speciation

• Species concepts

• Mechanisms of Isolation

• Mechanisms of Divergence

• Secondary contact



Divergence

• Genetic drift
– Following founder effect, drift can promote

divergence

– Probably not a major mechanism of divergence
on its own

• Natural selection

• Sexual selection



Divergent speciation with natural
selection

• If important ecological resources are of only
a few distinct types, then ecological
specialization results
– E.g. eat apples or eat hawthorn berries

– Rhagoletis pomonella

– Apple maggot fly, apple race & hawthorn race

– Males and females recognize food sources
• Mating takes place on the fruits



Sympatric speciation in apple
maggot flies

• Rhagoletis and Hawthorn plants native to N. America

• Apple trees introduced around 300 years ago

• Apples and hawthorns are NOT geographically separated
– Not allopatric, they are sympatric

• Genetic differences have evolved between hawthorn and
apple races in less than 300 years



Host preferences

• Fruit preferences (apple versus hawthorn)
results in assortative mating
– Apple finding males mate with apple finding

females
– Hawthorn finding males mate with hawthorn

finding females
– About 94% of fly matings are with same type

• But that leaves about 6% of matings apple-hawthorn
• That’s still a lot of gene flow



Natural selection and host race
formation

• 6% cross mating is high gene flow

• Must be counteracted by something

• Hawthorns ripen about three weeks after
apples
– Timing of development critical so as not to

emerge during winter

– That is, there is selection to be either one type
or the other, not in between



Other examples of ecological
divergence via natural selection



Divergence via sexual selection

• Remember, species concepts are about
reproductive isolation and gene flow

• Assortative mating reduces gene flow
between groups
– Promotes divergence



Sexual selection, speciation and
Hawaiian Drosophilids

• Complex courtship displays on leks
– Leks are display grounds

– Males fight for good display sites

– Females select among male displays



Head shape



Selection on head shape



What happens after divergence

• Suppose they are completely distinct
– Then they continue to diverge (drift, selection)

until they are reproductively incompatible
• Could not produce fertile hybrid offspring

• Suppose they are partially distinct
– If they diverged in allopatry, and they meet

again, called secondary contact



Secondary contact and hybrids

• Could be divergence in allopatry (drift
and/or selection) completely isolates them
as species

• Could be that divergence in allopatry made
them distinct, but still able to hybridize

• What happens to hybrids determines what
happens to the possible speciation event



Hybrid possibilities

• Hybrids infertile, no gene flow
– Speciation complete
– Isolation is post-zygotic

• Hybrids have reduced fitness but are fertile
– Some gene flow, speciation in progress

• Hybrids have same or higher fitness
– Gene flow may eliminate differences, no more

speciation event
– Or, gene flow may be limited to zone of contact

• Stable hybrid zone



Reinforcement
• Suppose hybrids are produced and they are

either infertile or have reduced fitness
– That selects for parents that don’ t make the

mistake of mating with wrong kind

– That is the post-zygotic isolation that has
already occurred selects for pre-zygotic
isolation

– That is called reinforcement

• Reinforcement promotes speciation



Reinforcement predicts
• Pre-zygotic isolation evolves faster in

sympatric species pairs



Outcomes of hybridization



Big sagebrush subspecies example



Genetics of speciation

• Traditional view genetic architecture
radically different
– (traditional as in before much data collected)

• Sources of data:
– Hybrid studies using classical genetics

• Haldane’s rule

– Quantitative trait loci mapping
• Pinpointing and characterizing genes responsible for

isolation



Classical genetics

• Haldane’s rule
– Heterogametic sex more likely to be inviable or

sterile

– Mammals and most insects
• Males XY females XX; males heterogametic

– Birds and butterflies
• Females ZW males ZZ; females heterogametic



Haldane’s rule data

Why? Not yet clear.

Probably due to alleles on sex chromosomes that interact with
autosomal loci to cause inviability.  Homogametic sex has
species typical X-linked and species typical autosomal, but
heterogametic sex has species typical autosomal but
heterospecific X-linked.



QTL mapping

• Quantitative Trait Loci
– loci that code for quantitative (continuously

varying) traits
– Using hybrids and backcrosses look for

statistical associations between marker loci and
traits of interest

• Results to date suggest that often a few
genes contribute substantially to
reproductive isolation


